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The final book in the series has Liam and Carter's teams on the verge of winning the greatest

championship of all: the Little League BaseballÂ® World Series. Cousins and best friends who grew

up playing baseball together, Liam and Carter must now play against each other to achieve their

dreams of winning the Series title! One cousin will win, and the other will lose. Â© 2013 Little

League Baseball, Incorporated.
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In Baseball World Series by Matt Christopher, the main characters are named Liam and Carter.

They are cousins that live in Pennsylvania together, but Liamâ€™s family moves to California. When

they both lived in Pennsylvania, they played baseball together. They had an enemy named Phillip

DiMaggio. He played a mean trick on Carter in baseball camp. When Liam moves to California, he

is surprised that he ends up in Phillipâ€™s home town! And Liam is even more surprised when he

ends up on the same team as Phillip! Their team works hard and they make it to the championship

game where Liam faces Carterâ€™s team . . .The conflict is that Liam has to face Carter in the Little

League World Series!I really like this book. The author does a good job explaining plays in the



game. For example, when the author shows how Liamâ€™s team makes a double play, he makes it

easy for me to picture the playersâ€™ movements. Also, I got very attached to the players because

they remind me of people I know. I would highly recommend reading this book. One thing to know is

that the first book is actually supposed to be read last. I hope you enjoy this book as much as I did!

(by my 4th grade son)

Got it in kindle version for my 12 year old boy and he finished it by lunch time the second day. Wish

he read all books this voraciously!

Baseball World Series (Little league) is an exciting baseball story about two cousins who play

against each other on opposite teams during the World Series championship. And as I read this

story I'm reminded about a game I saw the other night with the Boston Red Sox and St. Louis

Cardinals at Busch Stadium on TV. Joe Kelly whom just got traded to Boston last week from St

Louis was the starting pitcher for Boston. Oh well. I suppose trades go along with the territory and

playing against the best of buddies or relatives like in this baseball book is something all the players

must get use to. And even cousins like Liam and Carter learn to play against each other, after-all,

the goal is to win ball games and not belly ache about the circumstances.Matt Christopher does an

excellent job again writing about a baseball story that will interest kids of all ages. Surely, this is

another great baseball story. Many kids are inspired to play better baseball after reading this story, I

give it five stars, and I'm Marvin P. Ferguson, author of BOYS ON THE GOLD COAST.

I sincerely believe that Matt Christopher hit this book out of the park. Great word choice and

excellent use of figurative language. You always want Liam and Carter to succeed even when they

have to play against each other in the Little League World Series! I have read all 5 books in this

series and I would give each of them a perfect 5 star rating.

This book was one of the best books I've read in my whole entire life. Definitely consider reading

this book.

a excellent bookI loved everything in itrecommended to anyone who enjoys sports or baseball.I love

this book and I'm sure you will too definitely worth spending your money on!Written by Christian

Chris



My 7.5 year old son burns through these Little League books in 1-2 days - he absolutely loves them.

Perfect for any young baseball fan.

This book was good because I love baseball and the friendships and the expirences seem great

and if I were there I would love it too
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